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ABSTRACT 

A series of novel 2-aminotetralin derivatives analogues were subjected to two dimensional quantitative 

structural relationships (2D-QSAR) by means of multiple regression analysis and partial least square using 

software TSAR (3.3). This study was performed by using a dataset of 60 compounds which were divided 

into training and test set by random method. The MLR and PLS models were build up using chosen 

training set compounds. The predictive ability of resulting QSAR models was evaluated using the leave one 

out method of cross validation and internal set prediction. The most significant model showed regression 

coefficient (r), correlation coefficient (r
2
), cross validated (r

2
cv) and standard deviation (S) values of as 

0.902, 0.815, 0.769 and 0.383 respectively. The QSAR model signifies that the descriptors - bond dipole 

moment at R3 (electronic in nature, explains extent of dipole moment), bond lipole at R1 (electronic in 

nature, explains the extent of lipophilicity) and VAMP Polarization XZ for whole molecule (electronic in 

nature, calculate electrostatic property) all heavily contributing to antifungal activity.  

 

 
INTRODUCTION  

Until 1970‟s, fungal infections were generally 

considered curable leading to lowering of the 

demand for the discovery of antifungal agents 

[1]. The superficial fungal infections related to 

skin and nails were treated to some extent but for 

the inclusive fungal  

 

infections caused by Candida spp., Cryptococcus 

neoformans, Aspergillus spp etc, there is a need 

for consideration of fungus as a danger for 

human health [2].  Immunocompromised patients 

such as cancer, AIDS etc are likely to such 

systemic invasive fungal infections of different 

frequencies and types [3]. Parenteral nutrition, 

vascular catheters, heamodialysis and peritoneal 

dialysis are some of the invasive medical 

procedures which add on to the prevailing fungal 

infections. The resistance of antifungal drugs by 

the emerging fungal strains worsens the 

conditions.   

 To the manifestation of resistant fungal strains 

there is a need to upraise new antimycotic, 

especially those targeting novel antifungal 

structures.   

The heme containing enzymes catalyzing the 

molecular scission of atmospheric oxygen is 

a prominent part of CYP450. The sequencing of 

microbial pathogens was done in order to reveal 

potential targets for chemotherapeutic 

intervention. However, deaths of tens of millions 

people were reported because of the carrier of 

CYP genes, thus, reporting the respective gene 

as potential target for exploitation in the field of 

antifungal targets. Gene disruption was reported 

for the first time in any organism on CYP51 in 
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yeast (sterol 14alpha-demethylase) [4]. 

Medically, CYP51 of yeast and fungus was 

exploited through drug targeted inhibition to 

combat clinical fungal infection presented by 

patients.  The compounds developed as a result, 

azole anti fungal drugs such as fluconazole 

inhibits CYP51 by a mechanism in which the 

heterocyclic nitrogen atom (N-3 of imidazole 

and N-4 of 1,2,4-triazole) binds to the sixth 

coordination position of the heme iron atom of 

the porphyrin in the substrate-binding site of the 

enzyme [5]. The function of the ergosterol as a 

membrane component is being interfered by the 

resulting ergosterol depletion and the 

accumulation of the precursor 14alpha-

methylated sterols [6]. The growth of fungi 

deteriorates as it affects the structure and 

functions of the plasma membrane. The clinical 

importance of azole antifungal agents depicts 

their ability for differential inhibition of this 

cytochrome P-450 enzyme between pathogenic 

fungi and human. 

Historically, the pharmacological effects of 

many compounds were tested on the basis of hit 

and trial method. The chemists along with 

pharmacologist perform tedious work to design a 

drug for a single target which takes several years. 

Molecular modeling is an area of research 

pioneered by Hansch and Leo and Hansch and 

Fujita [7]. A QSAR study usually leads to a 

predictive formula and attempts to model the 

activity of series of compounds using measured 

or computed properties [8]. Data preparation, 

data analysis and model validation are the 

practices accompanying in any QSAR modeling. 

Wide range of descriptors is being employed 

while handling QSAR model. These descriptors 

are classified under electric, hydrophobic and 

steric nature. Undoubtedly, molecular modeling 

has reduced the time and cost of the drug design.  

The core idea of the present study has been to 

elucidate the structural requirement for the 

inhibition of CYP51 enzyme, a vital target for 

the design of antifungal drugs. 

A series of novel 2-aminotetralins analogues 

were chosen for QSAR study in order to 

establish quantitative relationship between 

physiochemical properties and biological activity 

of the compounds using TSAR(3.3) software.    

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Generation of elementary structures and 

three-dimensional optimized structure 

preparation 

In the present study a data set of 2-aminotetralins 

analogues inhibitor of lanosterol 14alpha-

demethylase has been taken from the literature 

for QSAR study with respect to diversity in 

biological activity, structures and substituents. 

The biological data have been converted into the 

logarithmic scale (IC50) in mathematical 

operation to reduce skewness of data set. All this 

work has been performed using tools for 

structural activity relation (TSAR) version 3.3 

software. Standalone module of discovery studio 

(version 2.0) tool was used for sketching 60 

compounds in order to import in TSAR 3.3 

worksheet via mol files. The substituent was 

defined using “define substituent” in TSAR 

worksheet toolbar. The three dimensional 

structure of the whole compounds and the 

substituent was developed using CORINA. The 

energy of all the compounds under consideration 

was minimized and charges were calculated. 
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Data set preparation and data reduction 

TSAR being integrated analysis package for the 

investigation of quantitative structure activity 

relationships was used for calculating around 

153 molecular descriptors.  

The process of data reduction was carried out 

employing correlation matrix and backward 

elimination. Finally, three independent molecular 

descriptors bond dipole moment (sub. 3), bond 

lipole (sub.1), VAMP polarization XZ (whole) 

were retrieved. 

Data set of 59 compounds was divided into 42 

training set compounds and 17 test set 

compounds [9]. Training set was further 

employed for multiple linear regression and 

partial least square model development whilst 

test set was kept aside to check the predictive 

power of the developed model [10].  

 

Table 1: Structure and biological activities of 2-aminotetralins analogs against fungal infection 

2-Novel Aminotertralin Derivatives 

H3CO

NH2

H3CO

NHR  
(1)                                      (2) 

 

HO

NH2           

HO

NHR  
                (3)                                            (4) 

 

Substituents given in series 

 

 

NHR1

R1

R2

R3

R4  
 

 

 

Substituents defined for QSAR model 

 

Compound 

name 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 MIC 

6b
*
 (CH2)3CH3 H -OCH3 H H 64 

6c
*
 (CH2)3CH3 H H -OCH3 H 64 

8a (CH2)7CH3 -OCH3 H H H 8 

8b (CH2)7CH3 H -OCH3 H H 0.0625 

8c (CH2)7CH3 H H -OCH3 H 1 

8d (CH2)7CH3 H H H -OCH3 16 

9a (CH2)7CH3 -OH H H H 8 

9b (CH2)7CH3 H -OH H H 0.0625 

9c (CH2)7CH3 H H -OH H 4 

9d (CH2)7CH3 H H H -OH 2 

10a (CH2)8CH3 -OCH3 H H H 0.0625 

10b (CH2)8CH3 H -OCH3 H H 0.0625 

10c (CH2)8CH3 H H -OCH3 H 0.25 

10d (CH2)8CH3 H H H -OCH3 0.5 

11a (CH2)8CH3 -OH H H H 1 

11b (CH2)8CH3 H -OH H H 0.0625 

11c (CH2)8CH3 H H -OH H 1 

11d (CH2)8CH3 H H H -OH 1 
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12a
#
 (CH2)9CH3 -OCH3 H H H 0.03125 

12b (CH2)9CH3 H -OCH3 H H 0.25 

12c (CH2)9CH3 H H -OCH3 H 0.0625 

12d (CH2)9CH3 H H H -OCH3 0.25 

13a
#
 (CH2)9CH3 -OH H H H 0.03125 

13b (CH2)9CH3 H -OH H H 0.0625 

13c (CH2)9CH3 H H -OH H 1 

13d (CH2)9CH3 H H H -OH 0.0625 

14a (CH2)11CH3 -OCH3 H H H 8 

14b (CH2)11CH3 H -OCH3 H H 4 

14c (CH2)11CH3 H H -OCH3 H 2 

14d (CH2)11CH3 H H H -OCH3 4 

15a (CH2)11CH3 -OH H H H 4 

15b (CH2)11CH3 H -OH H H 1 

15c (CH2)11CH3 H H -OH H 16 

15d (CH2)11CH3 H H H -OH 16 

16a
*
 (CH2)13CH3 -OCH3 H H H 64 

16b (CH2)13CH3 H -OCH3 H H 32 

16c (CH2)13CH3 H H -OCH3 H 4 

16d (CH2)13CH3 H H H -OCH3 4 

17a (CH2)13CH3 -OH H H H 8 

17b (CH2)13CH3 H -OH H H 2 

17c (CH2)13CH3 H H -OH H 4 

17d (CH2)13CH3 H H H -OH 16 

18b
*
 (CH2)17CH3 H -OCH3 H H 64 

19a
*
 (CH2)17CH3 -OH H H H 64 

19b (CH2)17CH3 H -OH H H 32 

19c (CH2)17CH3 H H -OH H 16 

21b
*
 C6H5 H -OH H H 64 

21c C6H5 H H -OH H 32 

22a CH2(C6H5) -OCH3 H H H 32 

22b CH2(C6H5) H -OCH3 H H 30 

22c
*
 CH2(C6H5) H H -OCH3 H 64 

23a
*
 CH2(C6H5) -OH H H H 64 

23b
*
 CH2(C6H5) H -OH H H 64 

23c
1*

 CH2(C6H5) H H -OH H 64 

23d
*
 CH2(C6H5) H H H -OH 64 

27a C6H5-p-Cl -OH H H H 2 

27b C6H5-p-Cl H -OH H H 8 

27c C6H5-p-Cl H H -OH H 8 

27d C6H5-p-Cl H H H -OH 16 
#Most active, *Least active 

Model Development  

The multiple linear regressions implemented in 

TSAR 3.3 quantify the relationship between 

actual activities and structural parameters [11]. 

TSAR uses a two-way stepping algorithm to 

select variables for the regression equation. Each 

step proceeds with the calculation of the partial F 

values for each variable as an approximate of 

their potential involvement to the model. The 

partial F values are compared with the F-to-leave 

and F-to-enter settings.  

The overall F statistic for a model is 

                                F = explained mean square/ 

residual mean square 

The default values for “stepping” were set to 4, 

respectively. Statistical quality of the developed  
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models were judged on the basis of parameters 

such as correlation coefficient (r), square 

correlation coefficient (r
2
), standard error of 

estimate (s), fisher test value (F- value), r
2

cv [12].  

Partial least square (PLS) analysis has been 

recommended as an alternative approach to 

enlarge the information content in each model 

and avoid danger of fitting [13].  PLS was 

performed on the same training set to ensure the 

soundness and the prognostic ability of the 

models.  

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

TSAR Version 3.3 was used to perform multiple 

linear regression technique (MLR) for 38 

compounds of training set. The combination of 

three parameters: bond dipole moment (subst.3), 

bond lipole (subst.1) and VAMP Polarization XZ 

(whole molecule) were selected for model 

generation. 

Initially, r, r
2
 and f values of 0.62, 0.39 and 12.59 

were observed which showed the low 

predictivity of the model. To improve the 

predictivity and consistency of the model, 4 

outliers were detected (8a, 8b, 23a and 23b) on 

the basis of high residual values [14]. The 

exclusion of these outliers resulted in the model 

with improved statistical values. 

Original equation (using MLR method) 

Y = -0.9271059*X1 - 0.029989379*X2 - 

0.25306228*X3 + 0.65010345   (1) 

Standardized equation (using MLR method) 

Y = -0.18818188*S1 - 0.64003628*S2 - 

0.83197898*S3 - 0.54586953      (2) 

where X1 is bond dipole moment (subst.3), X2 is 

bond lipole (subst.1), X3 is VAMP Polarization 

XZ (whole molecule) and Y is the biological 

activity. 

The model showed, r = 0.90, r
2 

= 0.81, r
2
cv = 

0.76, s = 0.38, F = 50, where „r‟ is the relative 

measure of quality of fit of model and value of r
2
 

explains 81 % (Figure 1) variance in actual 

activity. Likewise, it signifies the fraction of 

variation in the observed data that is explained 

by the regression. The value of r
2

cv acts as a 

diagnostic tool for the evaluation of the 

predictive power of an equation [15]. „S‟ 

represents the standard error of the developed 

regression equation. Since the value of „S‟ was 

low there is low possibility of error in the 

regression. Ratio of variance explained by the 

model and variance due to error in the regression 

is reflected by the value of F. Its high value, 

50.051, indicates that the developed model is 

statistically fit.  

The compounds which were not involved in the 

model generation were put under the test set in 

order to check the external predictive ability of 

QSAR models. These compounds were treated in 

the same manner as the compounds of training 

set [16]. In present study, the value of r
2
 (test set) 

obtained was 0.80 (Figure 1) which clearly 

indicates the high predictive ability and 

statistical significance of the generated model. 
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Figure 1: Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of MLR 

 

 

The soundness and predictive ability of the 

model was confirmed by PLS analysis with the 

same data set. Both MLR and PLS must have 

comparable results for a well-defined problem. 

Eq.3 represents the result of PLS which was also 

evaluated on the basis of r
2 

and statistical 

significance [17]. 

Regression model (using PLS method)  

Y = -0.9271059*X1- 0.029989379*X2- 

0.25306228*X3+ 0.65010345 

where X1 = bond dipole moment (subs. 3), X2 = 

bond lipole (subs. 1), X3 = VAMP Polarisation 

XZ (whole molecule). 

Statistical significance = 1.06, r
2
cv = 0.78, 

fraction of variance explained = 0.81, E statistic 

= 0.73. Table 2 and 3 illustrates the 

experimentally determined log IC50 and 

predictive values of the respective training and 

test set compounds. As in the case of MLR 

analysis all the three descriptors showed high 

correlation with the actual activity.  

 

Table 2: Actual and predicted activity data obtained from multivariate analysis of the training set 

compounds 

                 Predicted activity (µM) 

Compound name Actual activity 

-log MIC (µM) 

MLR PLS  

8c 0 0.36456 0.46597  
9a -0.90309 -0.69054 -0.33186  
9c -0.60206 0.21484 0.38268  
9d -0.30103 0.0389804 0.536497  
10c 0.60206 0.226146 0.224532  
10d 0.30103 -0.00517608 -0.10377  
11a 0 0.0544254 0.0544254  

R² = 0.8154 

R² = 0.6246 
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11c 0 0.0847819 0.325323  
11d 0 -0.11093 0.142032  
12a 1.5051 0.519628 0.782181  
12b 0.60206 0.245851 0.261715  
13c 0 -0.0792262 -0.22339  
14b -0.60206 -0.0789072 -0.196428  
14c -0.30103 -0.279133 -0.355994  
14d -0.60206 -0.488656 -0.875882  
15a -0.60206 -0.541937 -0.691067  
15b 0 0.181227 -0.24864  
16c -0.60206 -0.685686 -0.826234  
16d -0.60206 -0.900049 -1.29199  
17a -0.90309 -0.945329 -1.04392  
17b -0.30103 -0.212665 -0.857706  
17c -0.60206 -0.821652 -0.9622  
17d -1.2041 -1.00758 -1.17959  
18b -1.8062 -1.46837 -2.34207  
19a -1.8062 -1.91162 -2.45008  
19b -1.5051 -1.17967 -1.69296  
22a -1.5051 -1.87413 -0.735341  
22b -1.4771 -1.5695 -0.931265  
22c -1.8062 -1.65902 -1.28878  
23d -1.8062 -1.84792 -0.472144  
27b -0.90309 -0.781542 -0.781542  
27c -0.90309 -1.11791 -0.622745  
27d -1.2041 -1.358 -0.754667  
8d -1.2041 -0.29396 -0.18981  
9b 1.2041 -1.7824 -2.18065  
19c -1.2041 0.83875 0.97751  
11b 1.2041 0.70834 0.455699  
14a -0.90309 -0.52901 -0.77318  

 

 

Table 3: Actual and predicted activity data obtained from multivariate analysis for test set 

compounds 

                    Predicted activity (µM) 

Compound name Actual activity 

-log MIC (µM) 

MLR PLS  

 

6b -1.80618 -0.774087 -0.774087  

6c -1.80618 -0.819415 -0.819415  

10a 1.20412 -0.0205232 -0.0205232  

13b 1.20412 0.494678 0.494678  

13d 1.20412 -0.256199 -0.256199  

15c -1.20412 -0.420736 -0.420736  

15d -1.20412 -0.612083 -0.612083  
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16a -1.80618 -0.946067 -0.946067  

16b -1.50515 -0.50593 -0.50593  

23c -1.80618 -0.962542 -0.962542  

10b 1.20412 0.421497 0.421497  

12c 1.20412 0.0636491 0.0636491  

12d 0.60206 -0.178733 -0.178733  

21b -1.80618 -0.631075 -0.631075  

21c -1.50515 -0.964686 -0.964686  

27a -0.30103 -1.24858 -1.24858  

13a 1.50515 -0.187707 -0.187707  

 

The square correlation coefficient of MLR and 

PLS was evaluated and found to have 

comparable values for both, training set (0.81) 

and test set (0.62), respectively (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of PLS 

 

 

Interpretation of descriptors 

Bond dipole moment uses the idea of electric 

dipole moment to measure the polarity of a 

chemical bond within a molecule. This vector 

can be physically interpreted as the movement 

undergone by electrons when the two atoms are 

placed at a distance„d‟ apart and allowed to 

interact, the electrons will move from their free-

state positions to be localized more around the 

more electronegative atom [18]. Bond dipole 

moment at substitution 3 was found to be 

negatively correlated with the actual activity 

which mean a decrease in bond dipole moment 

would increase the biological activity.  

Bond lipole is a measure of lipophilic 

distribution of the substituent [19]. Since in all 

developed model the value of bond lipole is 

negatively correlated, an increase in the value of 

bond lipole (subst.1) result in decrease of CYP51 

inhibitory activity. The most active compound 

showed low value of bond lipole (subst.1) while 
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the least active compound showed high lipole 

value,  

thus, justifying the inverse relation between the 

biological activity and bond lipole (subst.1).  

VAMP polarization XZ is an optimal semi-

empirical molecular orbital package used to 

calculate electrostatics properties and perform 

structure optimizing [20]. The polarizability is 

the conversion factor between an applied electric 

field and the induced dipole moment. The static 

polarizability is directly proportional to the total 

number of valence electrons in the molecule, or 

in other words, polarizability is linearly related 

to the number of valence electrons on each atom. 

VAMP polarization XZ is negatively correlated 

to the actual activity as demonstrated by the 

regression equation. Therefore, there will be a 

decrease in actual activity as the value of VAMP 

parameter increased. The relationship between 

biological data and descriptors are illustrated in 

Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Correlation of biological activity of active and inactive molecules of training set with all 

three descriptors 

 Name of 

Compound 

Biological activity 

–log MIC (µM) 

Bond Dipole 

Moment 

(subst.3) 

Bond Lipole 

(subst.1) 

VAMP 

Polarisation XZ 

(whole 

molecule) 

Active 

Compound 

 

12a 

 

1.5051 

 

0.48021 

 

25.726 

 

-4.3151 

Inactive 

Compound 

 

19a 

 

-1.80618 

 

0.480649 

 

77.9071 

 

-0.870419 

  

CONCLUSION 

In present study, MLR and PLS models have 

been generated and validated. The comparable 

results obtained from both the MLR and PLS 

regression analysis clearly shows the soundness 

of the model. The obtained models could be 

effectively used for the design of novel 2-

aminotetralin derivatives with good antifungal 

activities. 
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